MCL-COLLECTION SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON A WIDER RANGE
OF UNITECH PDA'S
TILBURG, Netherlands and WATERLOO, Belgium – 5 July 2006 – Unitech Europe
and MCL Technologies today announced they are further extending their
partnership to enable programmers to use the MCL-Collection software suite to
the Unitech PA962, PA970 and PA980.
The MCL-Collection high productivity software tools for mobile workforce
applications now covers the PA962, PA970 and PA980 Unitech mobile computers
in addition to the existing PA950 and PA960. The MCL-Collection integrates
mobile computing, wireless infrastructures and data capture technologies to
provide real-time, on demand or batch data communications between mobile
computers and host systems, WMS or ERP systems. Now it is possible for
developers to quickly create data collection applications for an even wider range
of Unitech mobile computers.
The suite is composed of the MCL-Designer development environment for
Windows programmers, the MCL-Net communications server to collect data over
wireless LAN or GPRS, the MCL-Link communications server to collect data over
serial connections, the MCL-Bridges to facilitate host integration and the MCLClient terminal runtime programs.
“Unitech and MCL Technologies are extending their partnership to provide ready
to go solutions to our customers” said Raymond Wolfert, EMEA Sales & Marketing
Manager, Unitech Europe. “To remain competitive in the fast growing AIDC
market, we must continue to innovate and offer our customers additional value.
This step will lead to an even closer cooperation between Unitech Europe and
MCL Technologies and will ensure customers to benefit of this partnership as new
products will come soon”.
About Unitech Europe
Unitech is recognized as the number three player in the rugged PDA form factor
computers worldwide. Focusing on automatic data collection products and
services to improve productivity, efficiency and quality of operations,
Unitech produces a full range of AIDC products including portable data collection
terminals, handheld scanners, magnetic stripe readers and fixed terminals.
Products that already have brought value to customers all over the world, from
retail to banking and from warehousing to manufacturing.

MCL Technologies is a recognized leader in delivering high-productivity software
development tools for mobile workforce application development, deployment,
and management. Its enterprise-ready, standards-based software suite, MCLCollection, seamlessly integrates the latest technologies with mobile computer,
multi-manufacturer, cross-platform compatibility. Through the integration of
mobile computing, wireless infrastructures, and data capture technologies like
barcode scanning, radio frequency identification, and voice recognition, MCLCollection helps organizations deploy mission critical and on-demand multimodal
applications to improve workforce productivity, reduce operating costs, and
achieve
competitive
advantage.
More
information
is
available
at
http://www.mcl-collection.com.
MCL Technologies is a competence center of Zetes Industries (Euronext Brussels:
ZTS)
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